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NON-ORIENTABLE SURFACES IN 4-SPACE
Dedicated to Professor Junzo Tao on his sixtieth birthday
SEIICHI KAMADA
(Received July 7, 1988)
A. Kawauchi, T. Shibuya and S. Suzuki proved that any closed connected
oriented surface piecewise-linearly and locally-flatly embedded in Euclidean 4-
space /24 can be deformed into a surface with a special configuration called a
normal form [5]. In this paper we difine normal forms for closed connected
non-orientable surfaces in R* and prove that any closed connected non-orientable
surface pieceaise-linearly and locally-flatly embedded in /24 is deformed into a
normal form (Theorem 1.3).
It is known that the Euler number of a closed connected non-orientable sur-
face in R* can only take on the following values: 2%-4, 2%, 2%+4, •••, 4—2%,
where % is the Euler characteristic of the surface. This was conjectured by
H. Whitney in 1940 [10] and proved by W.S. Massey in 1969 [8] using the
Atiyah-Singer index theorem. We give, as an application of Theorem 1.3, a
geometrical proof to it.
We prepare some definitions and state the main theorem (Theorem 1.3) in
Section 1 and prove it in Section 2. In Section 3 we study the relationship
between the Euler number and the normal form. Section 4 concerns unknotted
non-orientable surfaces in Λ4. The above mentioned proof of the Whitney and
Massey theorem are given in Section 5.
Throughout this paper, we work in the piecewise linear category. For the
notation, we refer to K-S-S [5].
The author would like to express sincere gratitude to Professor Akio Kawa-
uchi for his valuable advice, Professors Junzo Tao, Makoto Sakuma and Hitoshi
Murakami for their encouragement and support.
1 Definitions and Main Theorem
In this section all links and bands are unoriented. Let / be a link in R3 and
Bly •••, Bm be mutually disjoint bands spanning /. For each i(=\, •••, m)y the
intersection of / and 5t is the union of two disjoint arcs aiy a\ on ί with .B,- fV=
95,11/=α, Uαί. Then Cl^UθBjU - ΌdB
m
-(a1ΌaίU - UαwUα£,)) is a
link. We call the new link the link obtained from I by the (unoriented) hyperbolic
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transformations along the bands B19 •••, Bm, and denote it by h(l\Blf •••, Bm).
Bands B19 •••, Bm spanning a knot k are said to be cohernt to k if they can be as-
signed orientations which are coherent to an orientation of <έ. Otherwise, Blr •••,
B
m
 are said to be noncoherent to k. See Fig. 1. Further, noncoherent bands Blf
•••, B
m
 spanning a knot ί are said to be in regular position to k if there exist
mutually disjoint m simple arcs Ily •••, Im on & such that for each /=!, •••, ra, the
attaching arcs #,, α/ of the bands jBf are contained in //. See Fig. 2.
coherent
Fig. 1
noncoherent
I I
I I
H
Fig. 2
Consider a sequence /Q-Wj-* ---- >/
s
 of (unoriented) links such that /,- is the
link obtained from /f _1 by the hyperbolic transformations along mutually
disjoint bands ^={Bi°, •• ,β .^)> spanning /,-_! (i=l, •-, ί). Let a and δ be
real numbers with a<b and let f$ (ί=0, •-, ί) be numbers with α=ί0<ίι< <
ί
s
=J. Consider a proper sufrace in R3[a, b] such that
ίίi.Jt] for ί
F Π Λ3W = (d U J2') [ί] for ί
(W] for
We call ί1 ίA^ realising surface of the sequence
or
 ^(4->/ι^ -
|Λ?e-4,ί=ί1} and
If both /o and i
s
 are trivial, there exist mutually disjoint disks
(resp. .0+) in J?3 with 9^)_=/0 (resp. 85)+=/f). Then the closed surface
^ ---- *l
s
 and denote it by
(For a subset ^ of R\ we
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Fb
a
 =
is called the closed realizing surface of the sequence 4>-^ -^> >/
s
.
REMARK 1.1. The closed realizing surface Fb
a
 does not depend on the
choices of disks 3)_ and 3)+ in the following sense. Suppose .2)1 and ίD+ are
other disks with 9.271=4, and 9.Φi=/,, then the closed surface F'
a
b
=Fb
a
 U 3)'-[a] U
ίD+[b] is ambient isotopic in R3(—oo, -j-oo)^/^4 to Fb
a
=Fa\JίD-[ά\liίD+[b] and
the ambient isotopy may keep R3[a-\-6, b—8] fixed for sufficiently small positive
t=2
\<t<2
t=l
t=-ϊ
/=-2
Fig. 3
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number £. (See for example K-S-S [5], Lemma 1.5.)
DEFINITION 1.2. A closed, connected, locally-flat and non-orientable sur-
face F in R* is said to be in a normal form if F is the closed realizing surface of a
sequence 0~— >«έ_— >£+— >0+ with the following properties.
(1) O- and O+ are trivial links.
(2) 0_-»>έ_ is complete fusion. Namely 4_ is the knot obtained from O-
by the hyperbolic transformations along ^_={Bj} with | j3_ | = | CL | — 1, where
I I means the number of components.
(3) <έ+ is the knot obtained from <έ_ by the hyperbolic tranfsormations
along noncoherent bands, J30={5?}, spanning <έ_ in regular position to >έ_.
(4) £+->O+ is complete fission. Namely O+ is the link obtained from the
knot^+ by the hyperbolic transformations along <B+={Bΐ}, with |Jδ+| = |C?+|
-1.
We call ί. \J<B0=&+ U-®0 the middle cross-section of F and <έ_ (resp. 6+) the
lower (resp. upper) cross-sectional knot. Figure 3 is an example of a surface in
the normal form. The following is the main theorem of this paper, whose
proof is in Section 2.
Theorem 1.3. Any closed, connected, locally-flat and non-orientable surface
F in R\—°o, +°°) can be deformed into a surface in the normal form by an am-
bient ίsotopy of R\— oo, 4-°°) Further, the number of the middle cross-sectional
bands is equal to the non-orientable genus of the surface F (=ΐ3.nkZ2H1(F'ί Z^f).
2. Proof of the Main Theorem
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3. It is a non-orientable version of
K-S-S [5, Lemma 2.1]. We use some lemmas in [5], in which it is assumed
that links, bands and surfaces have suitable orientations. But the following
lemmas are still valid without changing proofs.
Lemma 2.1 (cf. K-S-S [5, Lemma 2.8]). Let F be a closed connected
locally -flat surface in R\— oo, +00). F is ambient isotopίc in R\—<*>, + °°) to
the closed realizing surface of a sequence of hyperbolic transformations (5= 0^-»/l->/2
-* ---- ^ m=Of such that 4+1=A(/f ; Bi+1) for a band Bi+1,i=Q, 1, •••, m— 1, and
O, O' are trivial links.
Lemma 2.2. (cf. K-S-S [5, Lemma 1.10]). Let I be a link in R*. And let
Bly •••, Bm, B{, •••, B'm' be mutually disjoint bands spanning I. Consider two
sequences
and
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where <B—{Bly •••_, Bm} and £B'=^{B[y ~ ,B'm'}. Then the realizing surfaces
F*
a
(l,t',f ';&,&') and Fb
a
(l,l"\ &()&') are ambient isotopic in R3(-oo,+oo)
keeping R3 ( — oo
 yd\ U R
3
 [b, + oo ) fixed.
An ambient isotopy {^}5<=/ of R3(— oo, +°°) is said to be level-preserving
if ά
s
(R3[t])=R3[t] holds for each s^I and £ with — oo<£<-f-oo, and [a, b]-
vertical-line-preserving if for each s^I and x^R3 there exists a unique point
Λ^eΛ
3
 such that 6
β
(x[f\)=x,[t] holds for all t^[a, b].
Lemma 2.3 (cf. K-S-S [5, Lemma 1.12]). Suppose ^ and i( are links ob-
tained from a link /o by the hyperbolic transformations along bands {B{} and {Bj}
spanning /0, respectively. //Y0U U ,-5,- is ambient isotopic in R
3
 to /0U U j B j keep-
ing /o fixed setwise, then the realizing surfaces F*(/0, lλ\ {#,}) and Fba(ί^l{\ {B$})
are ambient isotopic in R3(— ooy +00). Moreover we may assume the ambient
isotopy is level-preserving and [ξl9 ^-vertical-line preserving for arbitrarily given
ξlf ξ2 with a<ξ1<(a+b)/2<b<ξ2 and keeps R\-oo, a} fixed.
Lemma 2.4 (cf. K-S-S [5, Lemma 1.14]). Suppose that /=/„->/!-» ---- >l
n
=/' is a sequence of hyperbolic transformations from a link I to a link V such that
,^ +ι=Λ(/
ί
;-Bl +1) for a band Bi+1, i=Q, 1, •••, n— 1. Then there exist mutually
disjoint bands B{, •••, B'
n
 spanning I such that the realizing surface Fb
a
(l, I" \ {B{, •••,
Bn}) with l"=h(l\ B(y •••, B'n) is ambient isotopic in R\—ooy -±-oo)to the realizing
surface Fb
a
(i, /j, •••, 4; B19 B2ί ••-, Bn). Moreover we may assume that the ambient
isotopy is level-preserving on R3[b, +°°) and [b, ρ]-vertical-line-preservίng for
arbitrarily given p with b<ρ and keeps R3(—oo , a] fixed.
We need one more lemma to prove Theorem 1.3, which is a non-orientable
version of [5, Lemma 1.16].
Lemma 2.5. Let Bly •••, Bn be mutually disjoint bands spanning a knot k.
And let &' be the knot obtained from k by the hyperbolic transformations along
Blt '"jBn. If there exists at least one noncoherent band to £ in Bl} •• ,Bnί then
there exist new mutually disjoint n noncoherent bands Bly " ,Bn spanning £ in
regular position such that the realizing surfaces Fb
a
(£, <έ"; {B19 •••, Bn}) and Fba(&, & \
{B
λί
 •••_, B
n
}} are ambient isotopic by an ambient isotopy of R\— oo, +00) keeping
R3(—oo} a] fixed, where k" is the knot obtained from £ by the hyperbolic transform-
ations along B1} , Bn. This ambient isotopy may be level-preserving on R
3
 [b, + °°)
and [b, ρ]-vertical-line-preserving for an arbitrary ρ>b.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let B1 be a noncoherent band to £ in Bly •••,£„.
Take an arc /
x
 on ^  such that the attaching arcs aly a{ of B1 are contained in Iv
Consider the realizing surface Fb
a
(ί,#l\V\ B19 {B2, •••,£„}), where «έ(1) is the
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Fig. 4
knot obtained from A by the hyperbolic transformation along B
v
 By Lemma
2.2, it is ambient isotopic to F*
a
(&,ί'\ {Bly ••-,£„}) by an ambient isotopy of
Λ
3(—oo, -f oo) keeping Λ3( — oo,
 a
] U Λ3 [δ, + oo) fixed. Slide the attaching arcs
{α, , a'i;i=2, •• ,w} of 52, —,BΛ along <έ(1) and deform £2, ••-,SΛ into B%\ •••,
jB(
n
υ
 such that they are disjoint from Bl and Iλ. (In the process, they may in-
tersect #!—<6(1).) See Fig. 4. By Lemma 2.3, the realizing surface F*(<έ, ^ \ ^(1)/
Bj, {M1}, .-., BP}) is ambient isotopic to Fl(ί,W\ί'\ B19 {B2, -, JBW}) by an
ambient isotopy as in Lemma 2.3, where ^f=h(^\ B$\ —, J%υ). Again by
Lemma 2.2, the realizing surface Fl(i, ^ \ ^ '\ B19 {B$\ -,ft1)» is ambient
isotopic in Λ3(-oo, +00) to ί1*^,^'; {5lf J5(2υ, .-, ^M1)}). We can get the
desired bands by repeating analogous process. This completes the proof of 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let F be a closed, connected, locally-flat and
non-orientable surface in R\— oo, +00). By Lemma 2.1, F is ambient isotopic
in R\— oo, +00) to the closed realizing surface of a sequence O_=ί^-^ί
λ
-^ >
J
m
=O+. Applying Lemma 2.4, we get mutually disjoint m bands Bl9—,Bm
spanning CL such that the closed realizing surface FJ((?_-*/1-> >Jm=0+) is
ambient isotopic in R3(— oo, -f oo) to the realizing surface F*(1)=F*(CL, Oil
{Bly -,£J), where O'+=h(O.\ B» -,Bm).
Let (5_(resρ. O'+) have μ (resp. /^') components. Since F is connected,
there exist at least μ—-1 bands, say J?Γ, •-, JS^-i, in {Bly •••, βw} such that CL U
Uflί ΰΓ is connected. And there exist at least μ'—l bands, say Bϊ, •••, ££/_!,
in {B19 — ,Bm}-{Bϊ, —,-Bί-i} such that O+UUfll 1 ^ is connected. Put
^_-{5r, -, 5?.!}, ^+={£ί, -, BJ/.J and ^ 0= ,^ -, Bm}-$_-$+.
By Lemma 2.2, F*(1) is ambient isotopic in Λ3(-oo, +00) to F*(2)=F*(0_, 4_,
^ί+, (?i -S-, $*, -S+) with 6_=h(O- -®_) and ^ +-Λ(Oί. ^+).
Since F is non-orientable, there exists at least one noncoherent band to ^_
in j30. [If-®0 has no noncoherent bands to «έ_, then F is orientable. cf. K-S-S
[5].] By Lemma 2.5, there exists a family of noncoherent bands spanning <έ_
in regular position, say J2?o, so that F*(2) is ambient isotopic in R3(— oo, +00) to
F£(3)=F*(0_, 4., *ί, <?;'; ^_, ^ , ^ i), where V+=h(ί. -Si) and ^  is a family
of μ'—l bands spanning ί'+ and (?i/=Λ(^i; ^ i). Thus we get the required
surface F*(3) which is in the normal form and ambient isotopic to F in
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-oo, +00).
Let % be the Euler characteristic of F. The equality
% = μ—m+μ'
is easily verified. So the number of middle cross-sectional bands J3o is
= 2-%.
This is the non-orientable genus of F. This completes the proof.
3 Euler Number
Let F be a closed, connected, locally-flat and non-orientable surface in J?4.
The regular neighborhood N of F may be regarded as a normal disk bundle
over F. Let p: F-*F be the orientable double covering of F. Consider the
induced bundle N over F and assign N by the map p: N-*N the orientation
associated with that of N in R*.
DEFINITION 3.1. The Euler number of the surface F is defined by
e(F) = Γnt#(F, F)/2 ,
where Int#(^, F) denotes the self-intersection number of F in N.
The Euler number defined above is equal to the Euler number of the nor-
mal bundle of F in /24 using local coefficients that is an invariant of embedded
surfaces in R4 (cf. [10]). In this section we study the relationship between the
Euler number of F and its middle cross-section.
Let («έ0> £$) be the pair of a knot <40 and its longitude 6$, where t% is a
longitude of the boundary of the tubular neighborhood V0 of <έ0 in ft3- (It is
not required to be preferred.) Consider a noncoherent band B spanning ^  with
attaching arcs {α, a'}. Let B' be the band obtained by spreading B along <έ0
slightly and let V be the thin tubular neighborhood of ^0 such that the intersec-
tion of B' and V consists of two rectangles. V may be different from K0. The
intersection of B' and dV is the union of two disjoint arcs α* and #'*. Modify
k$ slightly so that it coincides with α* and α'* near a and a' by an ambient
isotopy of R3 keeping ^0 fixed. See Fig. 5. Then the band B*=B
r
 — V spans
the new ^*, obtained from <4* by that modification, with the attaching arcs
{α*, α'*} . Let & and <έ* be the knots obtained from ^0 and ^* by the hyperbolic
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transformations along the bands jB and S* respectively. See Fig. 6.
quely determined up to ambient isotopy of Λ3 keeping k fixed.
s un-
DEFINITION 3.2. Under the above notations, the pair (^ , 4*) is called the
pair obtained from (<έ0, £f) by the hyperbolic transformation along the noncoherent
band B.
Let F be a closed, connected, locally-flat and non-orientable surface in R4.
By Theorem 1.3, we can deform it into the closed realizing surface of a sequence
O--*6-->6+-*Ό+ satisfying the conditions in Definition 1.2. We also denote by
F the deformed surface in the normal form. Consider the preferred longitude
άΐ. of the knot ^_, i.e. the linking number of (»έ_, «4*) is zero, and the pair (^  , <έj)
obtained from (<^_, ί^) by the hyperbolic transformations along the middle cross-
sectional bands J30 which are noncoherent to ^_. Then the following proposition
holds.
Proposition 3.3. The linking number of the pair is equal to e(F).
Proof. Let {^}
ίe/ be the ambient isotopy of jβ3 keeping »έ_ fixed that car-
ries ^* onto ^ (^ ί) from which £* is obtained (see Fig. 5.). Let 8 be a sufficiently
small positive number. Assume that the levels of J3_, J?0 and 1B+ are —1, 0
and 1 respectively. We consider a proper surface Fΐ\+l in R3[— 1+6, 1—6]
such that
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for ί=-l
, where ί = (t + 1—6)1(1—26)
for —]
for t = -£
for
Evidently the proper surface F*ll+
ε
 is a nowhere zero section of N(F)Γ\R3
[—1+6, 1—8] which is regarded as a normal disk bundle over FΓ\R3[— 1+6,
1—6], where Λf(F) is the regular neighborhood of F in J?4. Since FίΊ-β^— oo,
— 1+6] is homeomorphic to a disk and the linking number of ^_ and ^ϊ is zero,
we can extend .F^Lϋ+g to a proper surface -F*i"^3 in /23( — oo, 1 — 6] as a nowhere
zero section of N(F)ΓlR3(-°°9 1-6]. Let ΛΓi~ε (resp. ΛΓίT.) be ΛΓ(F)Π/*3
(-00, 1_6] (resp. ΛΓ(F)ΠΛ3[l-6, +00)). And let ATI'8 (resp. #frf) be the
preimage of NL~^ (resp. N*~9) under the map p: N-*N as in Definition 3.1.
Since FΓ\R3[l — 6, + °°) is homeomorophic to a disk, we can regard .ΛΓϊ"Γ
e
 as
and identify them. The preimage of Fn/23[l-6, +00) is
} and the preimage of ί+[l—€]=d(FΠ &[!—€, +00)) is
(9Z>ι)X ί°} U(3A)X ίO}. And the preimage of ^$[1—6] is two disjoint loops
lying in (dD
λ
) X D2 U (9 A) X #2> say f^ and ^ 2. For any section Df (i= 1, 2) of
Z), X Z)2 with Z)f 1
 9D.=ίyy the intersection number of D, X {0} and Df is equal to
the linking number of 9D, X {0} and ££'. Hence it is equal to link(^+, <£j!). So
we have
= Int^- (Fi-f, FϊiΓ^+Int (A X -{0} , Df)
{0}, ^ f )
=2 link(-ί+, At) .
This completes the proof.
3.4 Example. Here are two projective planes P+ and P_ in 124, called
standard projective planes. Then e(P+)— 2 and e(P_)=— 2. Thus they are not
ambient isotopic in /24. The Euler number of a surface depends upon the
orientation of J?4(or S4). We fix the orientation and promise that the standard
projective plane in J?4 (or *S4) with the Euler number 2 is positive and the other
is negative.
Let (54, jF, ) be a pair of an oriented 4-sρhere Sj and a closed, connected,
locally-flat non-orientable surface F{ in 5
4(/=l,2). Consider the connected
sum (S4# S|, ί\# F2) of the pairs (S4, F^ and (5|, F2) with respect to the ori-
entations of Si and S|. The surface F^ F2 in the oriented 4-sphere 54=5J # 5^
is called the ^woί ίwm o/ ί^  ^wrf F2. For non-orientable surfaces in oriented
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Euclidean 4-spaces R\, define the knot sum in a similar way. By the definition
of the Euler number, we see the following proposition:
Proposition 3.5. Let F
λ
 and F2 be closed, connected, locally-flat surfaces in
R< (or &). Then e(F£ F2)=e(F1)+e(F2).
Theorem 3.6 [The Whitney and Massey theorem]. Let F be a closed,
connected, locally-flat and non-orientable surface with the Euler characteristic X in
R*. Then the possible values of the Euler number of F, e(F), are 2%-4, 2%, — ,
and 4-2%.
This theorem was conjectured by H. Whitney in his paper [10] and proved
by W.S. Massey [8]. We give another proof in 5.1. A knot & is a slice knot
if ^[0]C/S3[0] bounds a locally-flat proper disk D in Λ3[0, +00). The follow-
ing proposition is a corollary to Theorem 3.6.
Proposition 3.7. Let k be the knot obtained from a slice knot ^0 by the hyper-
bolic transformations along n noncoherent bands 3$ spanning ^0. And let (&, <έ*) be
the pair obtained from (^0,&*) by the hyperbolic transformations along 3$, where <έ*
is the preferred longitude of &Q. Then if the absolute value of the linking number of
(&, <έ*) is greater than 2n, the knot k cannot be slice.
Proof. Assume <έ is a slice knot. We consider the realizing surface FL\ in
Λ
3[— 1, 1] of V~^ Since ^0 and & are slice knots, there exist two locallly-flat
proper disks D0
 in
 R3(— °°, —1] and D in Λ3[l, +00) with 8D0= έ0[— 1] and
QD=&[1]. The closed surface jD0U.FLι (JD is a non-orientable surface with the
non-orientable genus n, so by Theorem 3.6 the absolute value of the Euler
number is less than or equal to 4-2% (=2n). On the other hand by the same
argument of the proof of Proposition 3.3 we can show e(D0\jF-ι \JD)= link
(&,&*) and \e(D0\jFl1\jD)\^2n. This is a contradiction. This completes
the proof.
It is known that any closed, connected, locally-flat and orientable surface
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in Λ4 bounds a 3-manifold in Λ4. For non-orientable surfaces, the following
holds:
Theorem 3.8. A closed, connected, locally-flat and non-orientable surface
F in RΔ bounds a ^-manifold in R*, if and only if e(F)=Q.
This result is claimed by K. Asano [1] (cf. Hosokawa-Kawauchi [3]) and
shown by C. McA. Gordon and R.A. Litherland in [2], We shall give here a
proof near to Asano's approach in [1]. We use the following lemma which is
a non-orientable version of Kawauchi's in [4],
Lemma 3.9. Let G and G be a compact orίentable surface and a compact
non-orientable surface in R3 with the same boundary a knot & respectively. Sup-
pose that they intersect transversally and does not intersect in the neighborhood of
& except for &. Then for any proper arc γ (*n G which intersects G transversally >
I γ Π GI is even.
Proof of Lemma 3.9. We join γ and an arc on ί cut by 9γ in order to get
o
a loop c on G with cΓ(G=j. Let c' be a loop obtained from c by pushing off
in the normal direction of G. We can assume that |e 'n<?| = |γn<?| Since
c' is disjoint from G, | c' Π G \ — | c' Γl (G U (?) |. On the other hand we can regard
c' and G U G as ^-cycles in R3. Then [G U G]=Q in H2(R3-, Z2}, so their Z2-
intersection number Int([G U G\, c')=0. Hence | γ Π G | is even.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. If F bounds a 3-manifold Wy we can get a nowhere
zero cross-section of N(F) by making use of W. So e(F)=Q. We shall show
the sufficiency. Let F be a closed, connected, locally-flat and non-orientable
surface in Λ4 with the Euler number zero. By Theorem 1.3, we can assume F
is in a normal form and the critical bands 3)+y 3)_, J3+, .2L and &0 are in the
levels t=2, —2, 1, — 1 and 0 respectively (Definition 1.2). Let £+ be the upper
cross-sectional knot of F. The bands <B+={Bly •••, Bm} span the boundary O+
of 3)+ which is a trivial link, and <έ+ is obtained from O+ by the hyperbolic
transformations along *B+. We may assume that <D+\J1B+ is a normal singular
surface in -β3 whose singularity consists of mutually disjoint simple ribbon
singularities. Assign orientations to 3)+ such that all of them are coherent to an
orientation of ^+. For eact z, z—1, •••, ra, let αt and α£ be the attaching arcs of
BI to 0+. Then we give a sign to each simple ribbon singularity of S)+ U-@+ as
in Fig. 8. We can assume that the bands <B+= {B^ ••-, B
m
} satisfy the condition
that, for each z* (=1, •••, m), the sum of the signs of ribbon singularities of .2)+ U
JS+ along Bi is zero. (Modify them as in Fig. 9, if necessary.) Then there exist
o
mutually disjoint annuli A19 •••, Aλ, surrounding .S+, attached to 3)+ with at-
taching sets 9Δi U 3Δί, ••-, 3Δ
λ
 U 3Δ( such that the surface G= Cl (ίD+ U^+ U Al
U ••• \JA
λ
—(ΔiUΔί U ••• UΔ
λ
UΔλ)) is a compact orientable surface embedded
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Fig. 9
in R3 with boundary <έ+, where Δ1( Δί, •••, Δλ, Δx are neighborhoods of the rib-o
bon singularities of <D+\J1B+ in 3)+. See Fig. 10. (Here Cl means the closure
in R3.)
+ 1.
Fig. 10
We construct a 3-manifold PF+cJ?
3[2/3, +°o). Let ί
x
, ~
 ytλ be real numbers
with !<*!<• - <α
λ
<2=^
λ+1. We define W^.ΠΛ
3[2/3, ίj as follows:
for 2/3<ί<l
*) for
Let ί be an innermost 2-sρhere in ΔjU^UΔί, •••, Δ
λ
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Then Δt U Al U Δί bounds a unique 3-disk Vx in R
3
 with Vι
We define W+ Π Λ3 [ίj, t2] as follows:
f Cl (G-&+) [t] for
for t = (to-ί
379
UA)=Φ
for (t2-t1)/2<t<t2.
By the repetition of the procedure, we obtain W+ΓiR3[t]=ίD+[f\ for t=t
λ+1=2.
And we define W+ΓlR?(2, +00) as empty. Then dW+=(FΓ\R3[2β, + °°))U
G[2/3]. Similarly, we can obtain a 3-manifold W. in R3(— <χ>, 1/3] with 9PF.=
(FΠΛ3(—oo, l/3])UG'[l/3]. G' is a non-orientable surface in R3 with 9G'=
*£+. Now G and G' have the same boundary ί+. Since e(F)=0, there exists an
ambient isotopy {/s}s€
Ξ
/ of R3 keeping *έ+ fixed such that (?=/1(G/) intersects G
transversally and dose not intersect G in the tubular neighborhood of ^+ except
for the boundary 6+. Then GΓiG consists of £+ and some simple loops. Let
Ύι> "•> 7/ be mutually disjoint simple proper arcs on the orientable surface G
such that they cut G into a disk. We can assume that γl9 •••, γ/ intersect G
transversally. Then for each z', /= 1, , /, we see the number of the intersection
points j f Γ i G i s even by Lemma 3.9. So we can do a surgery for G by some
mutually disjoint 1-handles PI\, •••, H\ along γ19 •••, γ/ spanning G so that the
resulting surface G(^=h\G\H\, ~, Hlp) (see Definition 4.1) is disjoint from
Ύι> "•> Ύ/ See Fig. 11. Then the intersection of (?(0) and G consists of &+ and
?(>0) simple loops C={cly •••, cq}. C are disjoint from jv •••, γ/, so they
bound disks on G. Assume that c
λ
 is an innermost loop on G. Let d
λ
 be the
disk on G bounded by c± and let d
λ
 be a 3-disk obtained by thickenning d
ί
 such
Fig. 11
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that diΓίGM^QfynGw is an annulus and d1Γ\G=d1. The surface G^=h2
(<?(0); d^ (see Definition 4.1) intersects G with £+ and C—-fo}. Inductively we
assume that ci+1 is a loop in C— -fo, •••, ct} which is innermost on G and let di+1
be the disk on G bounded by ci+1. And let di+1 be a 3-disk in R
3
 such that
J
ί+1n(5(ί)=(9Jί+1)n(?(0 is an annulus and di+1 Π G=di+1. Then G«+l>=h2
((?ω </
ί+1) intersects G with <έ+ and C— {cly •••, c, +1}. Finally we obtain a sur-
face (?(ί) which intersects G on <έ+. The union of (3(ί) and G is a closed surface
embedded in R3. But no closed non-orientable surface can be embedded in R3,
so the above union is orientable. It bounds a 3-manifold in R3, say M. We
construct a 3-manifold W0cA
3[l/3, 2/3] as follows:
M[t]
G[t]
for
, where s = (t—tί)/(t2 —1{) for t{<t<t'2
for t2<.t<.t3
[t] for t = tz
for t'3<t<t'4
for t=ti
for t4<t<t's
for t = t's
for t'5<t<t'6
f
πr
 / _ //
ιuι t — ''ί+S
for ίί+3<ί<ίί+4
for * — ^ +4
for t'q+4<t<2β ,
where l/3<ίί< —<ίί+4<2/3. We get the required 3-manifold W=W+ \JWQ\J
W, in J?4, whose boundary is F. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.8.
4 Unknotted Non-orientable Surface
Let F be a closed, locally-flat surface (possibly disconnected) in Λ4. A 3-
cell B in R4 is said to span -F as a \-handle, if the intersection B Π F is a pair of
disjoint 2-cells on dB. A 3-cell B in R4 is said to span F as a 2-handle, if B Π
F=(dB)Γ\F and the intersection is homeomorphic to an annulus SλX [0, 1].
DEFINITION 4.1. Let J5j, ••-, B
m
 be mutually disjoint 3-cells in jβ4 which
span ί1 as 1-handles, then the surface h\F\ Bly •••, SJ^Cl^U 9^ U — U dBm—
[FΠ (QBl U — U 3 βw)]) is called the surface obtained from F by the hyperboloidal
transformations along l-handles B1} •••, Bm. When B19 •••, Bm span ί1 as 2-handles,
then the resulting surface h\F; Blf •••, JSW) is called the surface obtained from F
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by the hyperboloidal transformations along 2-handles Bly •••_, Bm.
Proposition 4.2. Let F be a closed, locally-flat surface (possibly disconnec-
ted) in R4. And let Bl9" yBm be mutually disjoint 3-cells spanning F as 1-
handles (or 2-handles). Then the Euler number of the resulting surface Ff=h1
(F; B19 »., Bm) (or F'=h2(F; B19 -, Bm)) is equal to that of F.
Proof. (I) The case when B19 •••, Bm are 1-handles. Let F have μ>ί
components, say Fly •••, Fμ. For each i= 1, •••, μ, take a 2-disk D{ on ί\. We
can transform B19 •••, ΰw so that they attach F in DjU ••• UA* by sliding the at-
taching disks FΓ\ (dB1 U ••• U dBm) along F and by deforming the attaching disks
into smaller subdisks, if necessary (see Fig. 12).
Fig. 12
Let p: N(F)^>N(F) be the double covering space defined in 3.1, where
N(F) is the regular neighbourhood of F in J?4 which is the normal disk bundle
over F. For any section F* of N(F), by the definition, Int#(^^Jr1^*), p~l
(F))=2e(F). We may assume the intersecting points of Ϊ>~\F*) and P~l(F)
are over p~\F— D
λ
\J ••• U-Dμ). For F', construct a section F'* of the normal
disk bundle N(F') over F', so chat F'* coincides with F* over F— int^U •••
" and ί"* does not intersect F' over F'—(F—DjU — UA*), by making
F'*
Fig. 13
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use of 3-cells B19 -, Bm (Fig. 13). This implies that e(F')= e(F).
(II) The case when B19 •••, Bm are 2-handles. B19 •••, £w are considered to
span F'=h\F\ B» — ,S
m
) as 1-handles. Then F is obtained from ί" by the
hyperboloidal transformations along 1-handles Bj, ••-, B
m
. So e(F)=e(Ff).
This completes the proof.
DEFINITION 4.3. A 1-handle B in Λ4 which spans F is said to be a
\-handle (resp. non-orientable trivial l-handle), if there exists a 4-cell ΛΓ in R*
containing β such that NΓ\F=(dN)Γ\F is a 2-cell and the proper surface
Cl((NΓtF)\JdB-(FΠ QB)) in Nis orientable (resp. non-orientable).
DEFINITION 4.4. Let F be a closed, connected, locally-flat and non-orien-
table surface in R4. If the knot type of F is the knot sum of some copies of
standard projective planes P+ or P_ (see 3.4), we say that F is unknotted.
Theorem 4.5 (Hosokawa-Kawauchi [3]). Let F be a closed, connected,
locally-flat and non-orientable surface in R*. F bounds a non-orientable handle-
body in R*, if and only if F is unknotted and e(F)=0.
Lemma 4.6. Let F be a closed, connected, locally-flat surface in R* and let
B be a non-orientable trivial l-handle spanning F. Then the knot type of the
resulting surface hl(F\ B) is the knot sum of F, P+ and P_, where P+, P_ are the
standard projective planes. Conversely if F' is the knot sum of F, P+ and P_, F'
is the resulting surface hl(F\ B) by a non-orientable trivial l-handle B spanning F.
Theorem 4.7. For any closed, connected, locally-flat and non-orientable
surface F in R*, there exist mutually disjoint l-handles Bly '- ,Bm spanning F such
that the resulting surface h\F\ B^ - , B
m
) is unknotted.
Proof. We first note that e(F)==Q (mod 2) (cf. Massey [8]).
(I) The case when e(F)=Q. Then, by Theorem 3.8, F bounds a compact
non-orientable 3-manifold M in J?4. We can find mutually disjoint 3-cells
Bly •••, Bm in M such that they span F as l-handles and K=C\(M—B1 U ••• U Bm)
in R* is a non-orientable handle-body with some genus (cf. Hosokawa-Kawauchi
[3; 2.9]). Theorem 4.5 asserts that the boundary of K is an unknotted non-
orientable surface in R4.
(II) The case when e(F)=2s (s=ly 2, •••). Let F' be the knot sum of F
and s copies of negative standard projective plane. By the definition of the knot
sum, we may assume F' coincides with F in Λ4— Z), where D is a small 4-cell
in Λ4 such that (D, FΓ\D) is homeomorphic to the standard disk pair. Since
e(F')=Q, there exist mutually disjoint 3-cells B19 ••-, Bm spanning F' as l-handles
such that hl(F'\ Bly •••, Bm) is unknotted. Let αt be the core of l-handle
Bi(i=l, •••, m). Since πl(D—F')^Z2> we can assume the arcs a19 •••, am are
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disjoint from D by sliding a
λJ •••, am along F' and by moving them. Hence
BV " >Bm may be assumed to be disjoint from D. Further consider the knot
sum F" of F' and s copies of positive standard projective planes P+ such that
F"-D=F'-D=F—D in R4-D. Since F" is the knot sum of F, s copies of
P+ and s copies of P_, applying Lemma 4.6, we get mutually disjoint 3 -cells
B{, •••, B'
s
 in D which span F with F"=h\F\ £(,-••, 5Q. Then the surface
h\F\ Bl9—9 Bm, £ί, •-, B'β) is unknotted. The desired £„ -, £„, B{, — , J3J
are thus obtained.
(Ill) The case when e(F)=—2s (s=l, 2, •••)• Change the roles of P+ and
P_ in the above argument. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7.
5 A proof of the Whitney and Massey theorem
Let F be a closed, connected, locally-flat and non-orientable surface with
non-orientable genus n in S4. Since H^S^—F; Z)^Z2, we can consider the
2-fold branched covering M(F) of (S\ F). Let σίMίJF1)) and βi(M(F)) denote
the signature and the /-th integral Betti number of M(F) respectively.
5.1 Proof of Theorem 3.6. We show the following (, which is the same
approach as Massey's in [8]):
(1)
(2)
From the definition of the signature, (1) and (2) imply that the possible values
of e(F) are — 2n, — 2n+4, •••, and 2n. Hence they are 2%— 4, 2%, •••, and
4-2%.
Proof of (1). (I) The case when F is unknotted (4.4). Suppose F is the
knot sum of λ copies of positive standard projective plane P+ and μ copies of
negative standard projective plane P_ (λ>0, μ>0, λ+μφO). Let M(P+) be
the 2-fold branched cover of (S4, P+). Since π^S4— P+)~Z2 (which is generated
by the meridian of P+), H1(M(P+); Z)=Q. By the Poincare duality theorem,
/33(M(P+))=0. And since /30(M(P+))=/34(M(P+))=l and %(M(P+))=2%(54)
— %(P+)=3, we have β2(M(P+))=l by the Euler-Poincarό formula, where %
means the Euler characteristic. Hence the signature of M(P+) is 1 or —1. Put
<r(M(P+))=£(£=±l). Λf(P_) is the same manifold as Λf(P+), but the orien-
tation is the opposite. Thus <r(M(P_))=— β. [In fact, M(P+) and M(P_) are
the complex projective spaces CP2 and CP2 respectively.] Since F is the knot
sum of λ copies of P+ and μ copies of P_, the manifold M(F) is the connected
sum of λ copies of M(P+) and μ copies of M(P_). By the additivity of the
signature, we have
σ(M(F)) = \σ(M(P+))+μσ(M(P_))
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= S(\-μ) .
On the other hand, by the additivity of the Euler number (3.5),
β(F) = \e(P+)+μe(P.)
= 2λ — 2μ
= 2(\-μ) .
Thus we have the equality (1) for unknotted surfaces.
(II) The case when F is knotted. Then, by Theorem 4.7, there exist mu-
tually disjoint 1 -handles Bly •••, Bm in S4 spanning F such that the resulting sur-
face jF/=Λ1(F; B19 •••, Bm) is unknotted. We construct a cobordism (W,M)
between (S4, F) and (S4, F') as follows:
PF~S4χ[0, 1],
M is a locally-flat, proper 3 -manifold in W. Let α, be the core of 1 -handle J9,
(i=l, •••, fw) The union αjU ••• llα* is 1 -dimensional, so H1(S4—(F\Ja1\J •••
Uα
w
); Z)^H1(S4-F; Z). Since PF-M is homotopic to 54— (FUSjU — U
B.) and H^S'-P; Z)^Z2, H^W-M; Z)^Z2. [H^W-M; Z) is generated
by the meridian of (S4, F) X [0].] Consider the 2-fold branched covering of the
pair (W9 M). The boundary of this manifold is exactly the union (—M(F)) U
M(F'), when we assign W the orientation induced from 54x[l]. Hence
σ(M(F)}=σ(M(F'}}. On the other hand, Proposition 4.2 asserts that e(F')=
e(F). Since F' is unknotted, the equality (1) holds. Hence σ(M(F))=Be(F)β
Proof of (2). By Theorem 1.3 we can assume that F is in a normal form in
S4, where we regard S4 as the one-point compactification of R4. Let ,4+ be the
upper cross-sectional knot of F (Definition 1.2). We need the following lemma
to prove (2) :
Lemma 5.2. Let F be a closed, connected, locally-flat and non-oήentable
surface in a normal form in R4. And let k+ be the upper cross-sectional knot of F.
Then the inclusion map i from (R3—£+) [1/2] to R4—F induces an epimorphίsm
ί*from π, ((R3-^+) [1/2]) to π, (R4-F).
Proof of 5.2. Suppose F in R4 is the closed realizing surface of a sequence
0_->,4_->^->(?+ with FnΛ3[l/2]=-4+[l/2]. Let Xly X2 and X be the inter-
sections (R4-F)nR3[l/2, +00), (JR4-F)nΛ3(-oo, 1/2] and (R4-F)nR*[l/2]
respectively. Recall the configulation of F. The surface FΓiR3[l/2, +00) in
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R3[l/2, +00) (resp. FΓ\R3(-°°, 1/2] in /ί3(-oo, 1/2]) has no minimal (resp.
maximal) points. Thus the inclusion map i^. X->X
λ
 (resp. i2: X-*X2) induces
an epimorphism i?\ πl(X)->πl(X^) (resp. i2^:π1(X)-^π1(X2)). Using Van
Kampen's theorem, we have the result.
REMARK. When we assumed that S4 is the one-point compactification of
.R3(—oo, -j-oo), there exists an epimorphism from π\S3—£+) to π^S^—F).
Now we continue the proof of (2). Let Σ2(^+) be the 2-fold branched cover
of S3 branching over <έ+. By Lemma 5.2, there exists an epimorphism from
Kι(S3—£+) to π1(S4—F). It induces an epimorphism from jHΓ1(Σ2(^+); %) to
Hl(M(F)\ Z). Since /^(Σ^); Z) is a finite group of odd order (cf. Rolfsen
[7]), we see /81(M(F))=rankzfl1(M(F)); Z)=0. By the Poincarό duality theo-
rem, &(MCF)):=0. Since β0(M(F))=β4(M(F))=l and χ(M(F))=2%(S4)-
, we obtain β2(M(F))=n. This completes the proof.
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